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Abstract

Effective coding of patient records in hospitals is an essential requirement for

epidemiology, billing, and managing insurance claims. The prevalent practice of

manual coding, carried out by trained medical coders, is error-prone and time-

consuming. Mitigating this labor-intensive process by developing diagnostic

coding systems built on patients’ Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) is vital.

However, developing nations with low digitization rates have limited availability

of structured EMRs, thereby demanding the need for systems built on unstruc-

tured data sources. Despite the rich clinical information available in such un-

structured data, modeling them is complex, owing to the variety and sparseness

of diagnostic codes, complex structural and temporal nature of summaries, and

prolific use of medical jargon. This work proposes a context-attentive network

to facilitate automatic diagnostic code assignment as a multi-label classification

problem. The proposed model facilitates information aggregation across a pa-

tient’s discharge summary via multi-channel, variable-sized convolutional filters

to extract multi-granular snippets. The attention mechanism enables selecting

vital segments in those snippets that map to the clinical codes. The model’s

superior performance underscores its effectiveness compared to the state-of-the-

art on the MIMIC-III database. Additionally, experimental validation using the

CodiEsp dataset exhibited the model’s interpretability and explainability.
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interpretability, predictive analytics, unstructured text modeling.

1. Introduction1

In hospitals, the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Re-2

lated Health Problems (ICD-92 [1] and ICD-103 [2]) medical coding taxonomy3

is widely employed to describe patients’ clinical conditions and associated diag-4

noses. These classification systems are maintained by the World Health Organi-5

zation, and several publicly available large healthcare datasets record instances6

of patient data mapped to ICD-9 and ICD-10 clinical procedure and diagnos-7

tic codes. ICD is essentially a hierarchical classification that defines unique8

codes for patient conditions, diseases, infections, symptoms, causes of injury,9

and others. These unique diagnostic codes are assigned to patient records to10

facilitate clinical and financial decisions made by the hospital management for11

various tasks, including billing, insurance claims, and reimbursements [3, 4].12

Based on clinicians’ free-text notes and other patient records such as discharge13

summaries, doctors’ notes, nursing notes, and other relevant sources, trained14

professional medical coders employed by the Medical Records Department in15

hospitals transcribe patient records into a set of appropriate medical diagnostic16

codes (from a potentially large number of over 15, 000 codes). These medical17

coders utilize their medical domain expertise along with a plethora of coding18

rules and terminologies to facilitate patient-record-to-diagnostic-codes (one-to-19

many) mapping.20

Given the enormous volume of patient records generated every day in urban21

and rural hospitals alike, such manual coding processes are highly cost-intensive22

and often inexact, time-consuming, and error-prone [5, 6]. Interestingly, the ad-23

ditional costs incurred due to inaccurate coding and the financial investment24

towards improving diagnostic coding efficacy is estimated to be more than $2525

billion per year (in the United States alone) [7, 8]. Furthermore, automated26

systems reliant on Structured Electronic Medical Records (S-EMRs) find lim-27

ited applicability in developing nations with relatively low digitization rates.28

It is crucial to develop intelligent computational systems that accommodate29

these needs by facilitating automated diagnostic coding of unstructured patient30

records. Such a code assignment can be regarded as a multi-label classification31

problem involving binary classification of multiple diagnostic labels, with each32

code label pertaining to a specific diagnostic condition (recorded as a binary33

indicator). Over the years, there has been a significant interest in developing34

and utilizing machine learning models to facilitate automated ICD coding as a35

2https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/icd/icd9cm.htm.
3https://icd.who.int/browse10/2019/en.
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multi-label classification task. Strategies and models utilizing Support Vector36

Machines (SVMs) [9, 10, 11], näıve Bayes [12, 13], nearest neighbors [14, 15],37

unsupervised topic modeling [16, 17], and several others have been employed38

for the clinical prediction task. Recent surveys on applications of deep learn-39

ing approaches for the analysis of S-EMRs [18, 19, 20] highlight the need for40

interpretability of predictions made and explainability of automated prediction41

systems. By understanding the input features that contribute to the output42

decisions, trust can be built in the predictions and recommendations enabled43

by such learned models, which is crucial in healthcare applications. In this44

study, we attempt to dissect the black-box decisions facilitated by the proposed45

deep neural model by visualizing the associated clinical terms that contributed46

to the prediction of the respective disease code. We argue that such analyses47

and interpretation of the obtained predictions enhance the explainability of the48

proposed automated system.49

More recently, research on automated code assignment has been attempted50

by modeling the unstructured clinical text [21, 4, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 6, 27, 28,51

29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39], thus, exploring the richness of patient-52

specific information in such free-text. While supervised learning approaches53

are applicable in cases of accessible large-scale annotated datasets, it is not54

uncommon for researchers to explore modeling approaches that are beneficial in55

targeted studies with minimal data resources. In this regard, deep neural models56

and modeling strategies, including the DeepLabeler [4], Convolutional Networks57

(ConvNets) [27, 28, 29, 30], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) models [24], and58

transfer learning [6, 26], have been quite successful. However, the availability59

of healthcare clinical datasets is relatively abundant (e.g., PCORnet4, Open60

NHS5, eICU-Philips6, MIMIC7, VistA8, ACS-NSQIP9, and others [40]), owing61

to the volume of medical patient data generated day-to-day, thus promoting62

active healthcare research in modeling such data. Despite the data abundance,63

only a limited number of these data sources include unstructured text-based64

patient diagnosis data, such as discharge summaries and nursing notes. Most65

state-of-the-art studies have utilized the standard, openly-available MIMIC-III66

(Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care) database [41], comprising over67

40, 000 patients’ data. Several researchers [22, 24, 4, 26, 6, 27] have attempted68

to utilize the predictive power of machine and deep learning based models to69

enhance the diagnostic coding performance on the patient data available in70

4https://pcornet.org/data-driven-common-model/.
5https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/data-collections-and-data-sets.
6https://eicu-crd.mit.edu/.
7https://mimic.physionet.org/.
8https://www.data.va.gov/widgets/4d7k-fkpu.
9https://www.facs.org/Quality-Programs/ACS-NSQIP/joinnow/data.
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the MIMIC-III database, making the database one of the most widely employed71

sources for performance benchmarking. An alternate dataset, CodiEsp, released72

as a part of the CLEF eHealth challenge [42, 43], contains explainability-specific73

annotated patient data by clinical experts. The CodiEsp dataset facilitates the74

exploration of the extent to which the proposed automated coding solution75

is interpretable and explainable, thus enabling the dissection of the black-box76

decisions output by the underlying neural system.77

Existing studies [35, 32, 36, 27] facilitating automated ICD-based clinical78

coding corroborate the critical nature of the task at hand. Moreover, the ap-79

plicability, deployability, and adaptability of the proposed intelligent systems in80

real-world scenarios demand high performance (exceeding that by the manual81

clinical coders), both in code prediction and system explainability. However,82

the nature of the underlying data poses several modeling challenges, including83

the variety and sparseness of diagnostic codes, complex structural and tempo-84

ral nature of unstructured data, and prolific use of medical jargon, limiting the85

reported performance in the existing works. Thus, the problem of accurate ICD86

code assignment remains a long-standing open research challenge in the field87

of healthcare informatics and machine learning. To cope with the modeling88

complexities, specifically the vast imbalance in the code distribution across pa-89

tient data, prior studies discarded medical records corresponding to less frequent90

diagnosis codes, thus reporting the performance on modeling the top−k diag-91

nostic procedures. Furthermore, several researchers and recent surveys on the92

use of deep neural approaches for patients’ risk stratification [18, 19, 20] high-93

light the urgent need for the interpretability and explainability of the proposed94

automated prediction systems. In this study, we emphasize the significance of95

interpretable intelligent healthcare solutions in ensuring the trustworthiness of96

the underlying computational clinical decision support systems. In designing97

an automated explainable intelligent ICD coding system, this work proposes98

the Enhanced Convolutional Attention network for Multi-Label classification99

(EnCAML). The EnCAML model employs multi-channel, variable-sized convo-100

lution filters and multiple attention layers that reveal the associations of medical101

text with the predicted diagnostic code as a result of the interactions between102

the neurons.103

To enable extensive performance benchmarking with state-of-the-art works104

detailing the automated ICD-based code assignment as a multi-label problem,105

we employed the MIMIC-III (v1.4) database. Additionally, to demonstrate the106

explainability and interpretability of the proposed neural model, we utilized the107

CodiEsp dataset. In line with the existing works, this study benchmarks the108

performance using (a) top−k diagnostic codes, covering over 76.93% (k = 10)109

and 93.60% (k = 50) of the database, (b) top−k diagnostic code categories,110

covering over 84.24% (k = 10) and 96.79% (k = 50) of the database, and (c)111
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all 6, 918 disease diagnosis codes, corresponding to the discharge summaries of112

the patient cohort. Our extensive benchmarking across several variations in the113

cohort data selection (presented as (a), (b), and (c) above) facilitates detailed114

analysis of the obtained prediction performance, thus enabling recommendations115

on the targeted use of the proposed automated system. While benchmarking our116

performance on the CodiEsp dataset, we utilized the top−10 and top−50 most117

frequently utilized diagnostic codes to account for the limited corpus size. The118

results from our exhaustive experimentation revealed the superiority of the pro-119

posed approach over several state-of-the-art diagnostic code prediction models.120

Moreover, our analysis indicated the minimal impact of the initial embedding121

layer on the overall ICD code prediction performance, thereby corroborating122

the robustness and flexibility of the proposed EnCAML model. The key con-123

tributions of this work in advancing the efforts of the state-of-the-art can be124

summarized as follows:125

• Design of EnCAML, a multi-channel, variable-sized convolution attention126

neural model that facilitates the reliable assignment of diagnostic codes127

using unstructured text-based patient discharge summaries, focusing on128

the interpretability and explainability of the neural system.129

• Enable detailed analysis on the impact of the initial embedding layer130

on the overall performance of the proposed EnCAML model, using sev-131

eral state-of-the-art embedding approaches on voluminous discharge sum-132

maries. Our results reveal that the effect of the initial embedding layer133

on the overall performance is minimal, thus indicating the robustness and134

flexibility of the proposed EnCAML model.135

• Present extensive benchmarking results that underscore the superior per-136

formance of the proposed EnCAML model compared to the current works137

on ICD-9 code prediction using MIMIC-III unstructured discharge sum-138

maries. Furthermore, we expand on the interpretability and explainability139

of the proposed system using our analysis on the CodiEsp dataset.140

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a detailed141

overview of the related works discussing the prediction of clinical events and142

outcomes. Section 3 documents the methods employed for data extraction and143

preprocessing, while Section 4 details the specifics on the proposed EnCAML144

deep neural model employed in automated ICD code assignment. The proposed145

EnCAML model’s overall benchmarking performance and a detailed discussion146

on the model’s explainability are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6147

summarizes this work with highlights on future research possibilities.148
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2. Related Work149

Automated diagnostic coding of patient records is a field of active and ex-150

tensive research interest, dating back to as early as the 1990s. Owing to the151

time-hallowed nature of the ninth version of the ICD coding system among152

the existing clinical datasets and hospitals alike, most of the existing works153

[44, 25, 22, 45, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36, 32, 35] reported their per-154

formance on ICD-9 code assignment. However, with the recent shift towards155

ICD-10 coding, certain works [5, 46, 38, 39] employed the much convoluted156

ICD-10 coding taxonomy. To enable extensive performance benchmarking and157

ensure rapid deployability of the proposed automated system, we utilize the158

more-established ICD-9 code taxonomy. The seminal work on automated ICD-159

9 code assignment by de Lima et al. [47] employed a cosine similarity between the160

term weighting vectors of text-based clinical notes and ICD-9 codes to facilitate161

the clinical task. Several significant studies on solving the task of automated162

ICD code assignment have emerged ever since. These works can be broadly163

classified as (a) rule-based systems [48, 49, 8], (b) primitive learning-based sys-164

tems involving Bayesian classifiers, nearest neighbors, and relevance feedback165

[50, 51, 52], (c) advanced neural-learning-based systems [34, 35, 32, 33, 36],166

and (d) explainable intelligent systems [20, 27]. In this section, we present an167

overview of the existing works built on large healthcare datasets.168

In a broader sense, rule-based systems mimic the approaches employed by169

trained clinical coders by using a set of handcrafted expert directives. These170

systems are heavily reliant on the knowledge of the medical professionals for the171

construction of rules and procedures, thus making it impractical to scale, given172

the wide variety of diseases and ever-increasing diagnostic codes. Despite their173

impracticality, rule-based systems draw up the decision trees, thus enabling174

extensive explainability of the predictions output by the automated system.175

Conversely, learning-based automated coding systems built to spontaneously176

learn patterns (virtual rules) from the underlying data ensure constant rule up-177

dation, thus accounting for such diagnostic coding systems’ scalability. Such178

systems can be further categorized into feature-engineering-based learning sys-179

tems [44, 53] and end-to-end, data-driven learning systems [4, 33, 35, 34, 32, 36].180

Approaches reliant heavily on the input representation and the extraction of rel-181

evant features fall under the former category. However, over the years, research182

has shifted in favor of end-to-end, data-driven intelligent predictive systems183

built on deep neural models, owing to their time-aware predictive capabilities.184

Deep neural models have been shown to achieve promising results in modeling185

EMRs to facilitate a multitude of clinical prediction tasks, including mortal-186

ity prediction [45, 54, 55, 56], chronic disease prediction [57, 58], length-of-187

stay estimation [45, 54, 59], hospital readmission prediction [60, 61, 62], disease188

phenotyping [45, 54, 63], precision medicine modeling [64], ICD-9 code group189
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prediction [33, 35, 34, 32, 36], and automated ICD-9 coding [65, 23, 22, 27]. Fur-190

thermore, since neural models perform some sense of implicit feature selection,191

the need for external extensive feature engineering is minimized.192

With the latest advancements and success in deep neural modeling, Con-193

vNets have been utilized widely to facilitate the classification of various free-194

text documents [66, 58], including voluminous unstructured healthcare records195

[67, 68, 69]. Researchers have recently studied the significance of ConvNet-based196

methods for automated diagnostic code assignment based on free-text critical197

care discharge summaries [23, 4, 22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 36, 35, 34]. In criti-198

cal healthcare applications such as clinical decision support systems, trust is199

rooted in more than just their performance; such systems also need to justify200

and explain their actions based on the principles that present the dynamics of201

the concerned domain. In an attempt to develop explainable intelligent systems,202

current research aims to combine neural models such as ConvNets and recurrent203

networks with an attention mechanism [22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. Baumel et al.204

[22] proposed a hierarchical neural attention model to discern relevant portions205

of a given free-text document that corresponded to a specific ICD-9 code label,206

based on which a deep neural Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) was trained to en-207

able the clinical task of automated coding. The DeepLabeler, designed by Li208

et al. [4], facilitates the assignment of ICD-9 codes to discharge summaries—the209

authors utilized ConvNets on Doc2Vec embeddings of the discharge summaries.210

Mullenbach et al. [27] proposed a convolutional attention network to facilitate211

multi-label classification of ICD-9 codes, advancing the field of explainable pre-212

dictive systems. The authors benchmarked their prediction performance using213

8, 921 unique ICD-9 codes, including 6, 918 diagnostic codes and 2, 003 proce-214

dural codes. To encode the hierarchy of ICD-9 codes and facilitate diagnostic215

coding, Xie and Xing [24] utilized LSTM networks with attention on the diagno-216

sis description portion of the discharge summaries. Huang et al. [23] evaluated217

and benchmarked the performance of several existing deep neural models, in-218

cluding feed-forward neural networks, ConvNets, LSTMs, and GRUs, on patient219

discharge summaries, for the clinical prediction task of ICD-9 coding. Addition-220

ally, the authors also benchmarked their performance using traditional machine221

learning classifiers, including logistic regression and random forest.222

Exploiting the nature of the problem at hand, Zeng et al. [6] employed trans-223

fer learning from indexing the medical subject headings to automated diagnos-224

tic coding. The authors utilized a ConvNet for the ICD-9 code prediction task225

and compared their performance against machine classifiers, including SVMs226

and flat-SVM models. Extending their work, Rios and Kavuluru [26] modi-227

fied the initial transfer learning model to improve the predictive accuracy of228

top−10 ICD-9 codes. The investigation of modeling performance variations by229

initializing the embedding layer using pre-learned weights derived from various230
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pre-trained word embedding models such as Word2Vec [70], fastText [71], and231

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [72] is vital232

to analyze the impact of healthcare document representations on the overall233

diagnostic code predictability. Guo et al. [37] and Mullenbach et al. [27] em-234

ployed Word2Vec embeddings for the ICD-9 coding task. On the other hand,235

Huang et al. [23] experimented with both the Word2Vec Continuous Bag-of-236

Words (CBoW) model and fine-tuned PubMed pre-trained word embeddings.237

Additionally, certain works, including Baumel et al. [22], modeled the patient238

information using a ConvNet and hierarchical-attention-based GRU, without239

using any pre-learned embeddings, while others such as Zeng et al. [6] utilized240

the word embeddings learned during the transfer learning phase.241

It is essential to learn the reasoning behind the black-box predictions made242

by a deep neural model to facilitate evidence-based diagnosis, thus building243

trust and confidence among medical personnel on the model’s capabilities and244

limitations. Recent studies have focused on analyzing the ConvNet output maps245

and predictions to decipher the learnings formulated by the neural system. In246

vision-specific tasks, researchers have utilized coarse localization maps to high-247

light the essential regions of the image that contribute towards the final output248

prediction in natural images [73, 74, 75, 76]. These maps and visualization249

mechanisms have been adapted to medical images as well [77, 78]. On the nat-250

ural language front (text-based unstructured documents), attempts to gener-251

ate human-readable explanations through topic coherence and attention-based252

mechanisms are in progress [73, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83]. Gangavarapu et al. [35]253

employed coherence models to analyze the topic clusters extracted from clin-254

ical nursing notes. Baumel et al. [22] utilized the attention scores obtained255

from their proposed hierarchical-attention-based GRU model to understand the256

contributions of summary sentences and their constituent tokens towards each257

predicted diagnostic code. Mullenbach et al. [27] extracted the most important258

n−gram (n = 4) in the discharge summary along with a window of five tokens259

on either side (for context) to enable interpretability of the neural model in260

predicting ICD-9 codes. Owing to the ease of analysis and visualization using261

attention weights, they have been employed in most existing studies for design-262

ing interpretable models [84, 85, 86, 87]. Alternate techniques such as Class263

Activation Maps (CAM) [75, 76], occlusion studies [73], and saliency maps [74]264

also facilitate effective visualization but remain inadequately explored.265

From a modeling standpoint, extensions to the convolutional attention net-266

work proposed by Mullenbach et al. [27] were facilitated by using residual convo-267

lution blocks [28], multiple convolution layers [29, 30], and bidirectional LSTM268

networks [31]. However, most of these prior studies employ rudimentary pre-269

processing techniques and benchmark their results on ICD-9 code prediction270

using clinical notes transcribed in English. Additionally, most research is heav-271
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Table 1: Statistics of the Spanish clinical records in CodiEsp corpus, presenting textual evi-
dence and reasoning between the record and its mapped diagnostic codes.

Parameter Total Average

Patient clinical cases 1, 000 −
Spanish cases cohort 750 −
Unique ICD-10 codes (chosen cohort) 2, 194 11.13

Unique words in the clinical cases 34, 108 214.35

Words in the discharge summaries 2, 62, 583 350.11

Words in the longest discharge summary 1, 172 −
Words in the shortest discharge summary 69 −

ily skewed towards model performance rather than its interpretability, resulting272

in complex models with increased layers and a fusion of additional external273

inputs. These limitations hinder the adaptability of the exiting state-of-the-274

art works in more pragmatic settings, especially in developing nations. This275

study aims at extending the efforts of the state-of-the-art approaches in uti-276

lizing patient-specific information to enhance evidence-based clinical decision277

support, with minimal risk of clinical deterioration and improved triaging accu-278

racy. We propose a multi-channel, variable-sized convolution attention neural279

model (EnCAML) for the multi-label classification task of ICD-9 code predic-280

tion. To minimize classification errors, we determined the optimal threshold281

on the probability of a discharge summary corresponding to a specific code us-282

ing the Fisher-Jenks clustering approach. Additionally, we study the impact283

of initial word embeddings on the overall performance of the proposed neural284

model, and report on the flexibility and robustness of the EnCAML model in285

the context of the choice of embedding. We present an exhaustive benchmarking286

of the proposed model for the top−10, top−50 most-frequent codes and code287

categories, and all 6, 918 codes (corresponding to discharge summaries in the288

chosen MIMIC-III cohort) against several state-of-the-art models. To estab-289

lish the language-agnostic nature and adaptability of our proposed model, we290

validated our performance on the CodiEsp corpus comprising clinical notes in291

Spanish, annotated with ICD-10 codes. Finally, we demonstrate the explainabil-292

ity and interpretability of the proposed EnCAML model in enabling intelligent293

automated diagnostic coding for enhanced clinical decision-making.294

3. Materials and Methods295

The proposed multi-channel, variable-sized convolutional attention neural296

model for diagnostic code prediction, is benchmarked on the patient records297

available in the MIMIC-III and CodiEsp databases. The CodiEsp corpus is298
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Table 2: Statistics of the discharge summaries corpus extracted from the MIMIC-III database
for the clinical task of diagnostic code (and code category) prediction.

Parameter Total Average

Unstructured discharge summaries 52, 726 −
Patients in the chosen cohort 46, 520 −
Unique ICD-9 codes (chosen cohort) 6, 918a 11.73

Unique words in the discharge summaries 150, 854 606.465

Words in the discharge summaries 79, 731, 657 1, 513.51

Words in the longest discharge summary 10, 500 −
Words in the shortest discharge summary 51 −
aA total of 6, 984 diagnostic codes were present in the extracted MIMIC-III
discharge summaries corpus. However, post cohort selection and preprocess-
ing 66 of these codes were removed.

relatively small, containing a total of 1, 000 clinical cases (in Spanish) that299

were manually annotated by medical experts into 2, 194 ICD-10 codes. Further-300

more, the Spanish records in CodiEsp dataset (minimal) textual evidence cor-301

roborating their mapping to respective diagnostic codes, qualifying the dataset302

to be best-suited to test the proposed model’s interpretability. Owing to the303

modest size of the CodiEsp corpus, we subject the corresponding clinical text304

records to minimal preprocessing of character case folding and specific punctua-305

tion removal. Table 1 tabulates the statistics of Spanish records in the CodiEsp306

dataset.307

The MIMIC-III database is a comprehensive collection of diverse, clinical and308

physiological healthcare data of critical care patients admitted to the Beth Israel309

Deaconess Medical Center, Boston, between June 2001 to October 2012. For our310

work, the discharge summaries corresponding to 46, 520 intensive unit patients311

were considered. It is vital to note that the occurrence of ICD-9 diagnostic codes312

associated with the extracted discharge summaries was highly imbalanced, in-313

dicating that the amount of data available to learn more infrequent codes is314

highly selective. Therefore, it is essential to understand the relevant portions315

of the clinical free-text that contribute towards the assignment of a particular316

diagnostic code. In contrast to the CodiEsp corpus, the MIMIC-III database is317

relatively large and requires exclusive preprocessing to enable accurate data rep-318

resentations. The subsequent sections describe the steps involved in extracting319

and preprocessing the unstructured text from the discharge summaries to facil-320

itate this clinical task of ICD-9 code (and code category) prediction formulated321

as a classification problem.322
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3.1. Patient Records Extraction, Cohort Selection, and Data Cleaning323

The MIMIC-III database comprises 26 relational tables, and the required324

cohort data utilized in this study is extracted from two specific tables. A total325

of 52, 726 discharge summaries corresponding to various hospital admissions326

were extracted from the noteevents table, and the ICD-9 codes corresponding327

to these summaries were extracted from the diagnoses icd table. Specific328

structural and linguistic details concerning the extracted discharge summary329

corpus are tabulated in Table 2. We employed a cohort selection criteria in330

line with that adopted by several state-of-the-art works [27, 23, 35, 32, 36, 54]331

to enable comparative evaluation of the obtained performance. Accordingly,332

we only considered discharge summaries that corresponded to the first hospital333

admission of a patient and discarded data from the subsequent admissions. As334

argued by Gangavarapu et al. [35, 32, 36], such conditions ensure risk assessment335

using the earliest detected symptoms.336

The discharge summaries obtained from the MIMIC-III database included337

duplicate entries, which were identified and deduplicated. The resulting data338

corresponded to 6, 918 unique ICD-9 codes in total. Additionally, stemming339

from the manifold nature of the disease symptoms (e.g., nephrolithiasis (forma-340

tion of kidney stones) caused due to hyponatremia (low natrium presence in the341

blood)), the dataset included multiple records per patient, mapped to different342

ICD-9 codes. To account for this, we aggregated the content and diagnostic343

codes across multiple records of a patient, thus enabling multi-label classifica-344

tion. Our work employs binary predictions as the target scores, with a pairwise345

comparison of actual and predicted values.346

3.2. Diagnostic Code Category Assignment347

To enable the prediction of diagnostic ICD-9 code categories, we grouped the348

corresponding diagnostic codes into categories based on the hierarchical nature349

of the ICD-9 coding taxonomy, resulting in 942 code categories. The multi-label350

classification of discharge summaries is facilitated through pairwise comparison351

of the binary predictions with true code categories. The distributions of 50 most-352

frequent ICD-9 code categories and codes are depicted using Figures 1a and 1d,353

respectively. The distributions indicating the number of ICD-9 code categories354

and codes among the discharge summaries are also shown in Figures 1b and 1c,355

respectively, demanding the need for multi-label prediction. It is interesting to356

note that with just k = 10 and k = 50 most-frequent ICD-9 code categories357

and codes, we can cover majority of the dataset (k = 10 codes and categories:358

76.93% and 84.24%; k = 50 codes and categories: 93.60% and 96.79%). Since359

we aim to evaluate the proposed modeling strategies on various constructed360

datasets, they will hereby be referred to as: (a) top-10-code, for top−10 ICD-9361

codes, (b) top-10-cat, for top−10 ICD-9 code categories, (c) top-50-code, for362
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(a) Distribution of ICD-9 code categories across discharge summaries.
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(b) Distribution indicating the manifold nature
(in terms of categories) of discharge summaries.
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(c) Distribution indicating the manifold nature (in
terms of diagnostic codes) of discharge summaries.
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(d) Distribution of ICD-9 codes across discharge summaries.

Figure 1: Data statistics (distributions) of the patient discharge summaries extracted from
the publicly available MIMIC-III database.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure employed for automated removal of medical jargon

1: Find tags ending with “<string-1> <string-2>:” using regular expressions
2: Filter-out all the tags ending with medicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedicationsmedications
3: Retain tags containing to-be-excluded keywords (e.g., discharge).
4: Store the extracted medication tags in a tags-specific database.
5: Repeat steps 1 through 4 to extract all the patient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient historypatient history tags.
6: for each text ∈ discharge summary do
7: if text contains a medication or history tag then
8: Extract the subsequent tag within the text
9: Remove content in the text between tags using regular expressions

10: end if
11: end for

top−50 ICD-9 codes, (d) top-50-cat, for top−50 ICD-9 code categories, and363

(e) all-codes, for all 6, 918 ICD-9 codes. Additionally, we also benchmark our364

approach using k = 50 most-frequent diagnostic (6, 918) and procedural (2, 003)365

codes, referred to as top-50-dp-code.366

3.3. Data Preprocessing367

Given the rich information present in unstructured discharge summaries,368

there is a need to transform the raw clinical text into a canonical form to ac-369

count for the complex linguistic structure, medical jargon, and voluminosity370

of the clinical corpus. The discharge summaries obtained from the MIMIC-371

III database are drawn from a sizeable vocabulary of 150, 854 words (= |V|),372

and each summary consists of a variable length of tokens (see Table 2). In373

addition to the extensive vocabulary of the selected cohort, multiple discharge374

summaries maintained per patient adds to the computational complexity and375

cost of training the underlying neural language models. Hence, it is vital to376

transform the corpus into a machine-processable format with a manageable vo-377

cabulary size. To enhance the manageability of the data, we removed certain378

medications (e.g., discharge and transfer medications) and patient history sec-379

tions (e.g., family and social history) from the data. The procedure followed380

to facilitate such removal is described using Algorithm 1. Next, we eliminated381

punctuation marks, numeric tokens, and enabled character case folding. Addi-382

tionally, we tagged all those tokens occurring in less than three summaries as383

out-of-vocabulary words.384

To further normalize the content in the summaries, we enabled typograph-385

ical error correction for those tokens that were not present in the biomedical386

word embedding vocabulary employed by McDonald et al. [88]. The biomedical387

word embeddings were trained with approximately 28, 000, 000 articles compris-388
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Table 3: A few examples of misspelled tokens from the MIMIC-III discharge summary corpus,
corrected using the biomedical word embedding vocabulary from [88].

Observed
token

Corrected
token

Observed
token

Corrected
token

abcscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscsess abscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscscess abdominallllllllllllllllll abdominal

anixixixixixixixixixixixixixixixixixety anxixixixixixixixixixixixixixixixixiety arrhythmnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnia arrhythmia

calcificcccccccccccccccced calcified calcicccccccccccccccccum calcium

calcifed calcifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiied cardiogolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolgolist cardiologloglogloglogloglogloglogloglogloglogloglogloglogist

cardiololllllllllllllllllgy cardiology coronoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoraoray coronararararararararararararararararary

ing titles and abstracts obtained from the PubMed baseline 2018 collection10,389

which accounts for a medical vocabulary of over 2, 540, 000 terms. Utilizing the390

large PubMed vocabulary, we corrected the typographical errors of those tokens391

(ηs) whose Levenshtein distance (Levη,ρ) [89] with the terms in the PubMed vo-392

cabulary (ρs) was less than three (≈ 25, 000 tokens). The Levenshtein distance393

is computed as:394

Levη,ρ(n, p) =


max (n, p), if min (n, p) = 0,

min


Levη,ρ(n− 1, p) + 1

Levη,ρ(n, p− 1) + 1

Levη,ρ(n− 1, p− 1) + 1{ηn 6= ρp}
otherwise

(1)

where Levη,ρ(n, p) indicates the distance between the first n characters of η395

and first p characters of ρ (n and p are 1−based indices), and 1{•} denotes an396

indicator function. A few examples illustrating the use of Levenshtein distance397

for correcting the misspelled tokens in the extracted discharge summary corpus398

are shown in Table 3.399

The modeling and representation of the sizeable discharge summary corpus400

into a d−dimensional space (d � |V|) was performed by employing a Contin-401

uous Bag-of-Words (CBoW) Word2vec model [70], trained on the underlying402

corpus. Table 4 lists the parameters utilized in generating the word embed-403

dings. We fixed the learning rate to a default value of 0.025 (same as that of404

the base Word2Vec model presented by Mikolov et al. [70]) and the number405

of iterations to 10. We experimented with varying embedding sizes of 50, 100,406

and 200 to empirically determine the optimal embedding size for the underly-407

ing clinical task. The implementations of the Word2Vec model available in the408

Python Gensim library [90] were utilized in generating the embeddings. Ad-409

10https://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/download/pubmed_medline.html.
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Table 4: Parameters of the Word2Vec models employed to effectively represent the extracted
and cleaned discharge summaries.

Parameter Value(s)

Number of iterations 10

Vocabulary size of the summaries without
medical jargon removal or typographical
error correctionb

51, 917

Vocabulary size of the summaries post
processing using Algorithm 1

45, 268

Vocabulary size of the summaries post
processing using Algorithm 1, followed by
typographical error correction

42, 170

Employed word embedding sizes {50; 100; 200}

CBoW context window size 5

Learning rate of the neural model 0.025

bAt this stage, all the numeric tokens are removed, infrequent to-
kens marked as out-of-vocabulary words, and summaries are trun-
cated to a maximum of 2, 500 tokens (as done in [27]).

ditional details, including the rationale behind choosing the CBoW Word2Vec410

model over other recent neural word embedding approaches, including BERT,411

are presented with experimental validation in Section 5.2.412

4. Diagnostic Code Prediction413

The proposed EnCAML convolutional attention network was designed to414

enhance the predictability of diagnostic codes corresponding to a given discharge415

summary while enhancing the ease of model interpretability and performance416

explainability. A linear combination of the features (rather, feature weights)417

weighted by the convolutional filter convolves the input representation into a418

more informative feature. Smaller kernel sizes are often the more popular choice419

over larger sizes, as they capture the desired amount of context without over420

or undershooting. However, choosing larger kernel sizes could be beneficial421

when handling highly context-dependent data, as is the case in most healthcare422

applications. The proposed EnCAML neural model utilizes variable-sized multi-423

channel (parallel) convolution filters to ensure the choice of appropriate kernel424

size. Furthermore, we employ attention weighting over the convolution filters425

to highlight the text snippets within the discharge summaries, responsible for426

mapping the respective summary to a diagnostic code, thus mimicking the actual427
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(a) Neural model with (n + 1) se-
quential convolution units.
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(b) Neural model with (n + 1) sequential convolu-
tional attention units.
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(c) Neural model with (n + 1) parallel
convolution units with same or different
kernels (⊕ denotes concatenation).
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(d) Neural model with (n+1) parallel convolutional
attention units with same or different kernels (⊕
denotes concatenation).
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(e) Neural model with (n+ 1) gated convolution units (⊗ denotes
element-wise multiplication).

Figure 2: Convolutional attention neural model variants for the task of diagnostic code predic-
tion as multi-label classification. Note that the architecture in (d) with different kernels across
parallel convolutional attention units forms the basis for the proposed EnCAML architecture.

diagnosis procedure followed at hospitals. Based on our observations, we argue428

that the proposed model facilitates enhanced predictability and interpretability429

over alternate variants depicted in Figure 2. The overall architecture of the430

proposed EnCAML neural model is presented in Figure 3.431

Let D(d) = {t(d)
1 ; t

(d)
2 ; . . . ; t

(d)
L } be the d-th (d ∈ {1; 2; . . . ;D}) discharge sum-432

mary of length L = |D(d)| (≤ 2, 500) comprising tokens t
(d)
i s, each represented433

as an e−dimensional embedding. The token embeddings adjacent to the to-434

ken of interest (i.e., the context) are combined using the convolution operation435

with a filter Fk ∈ Rf×e×k, where f is the number of feature maps (Fjs) and436

k ∈ {3; 5; 7; 9} is the kernel size. Each feature map Fj ∈ RL and the entire con-437

volution operation over the discharge summary D(d) results in (four) matrices438

Hks of dimension Rf×L for each kernel size k. Note that we do not perform439

pooling across the length of the summary to ensure no loss in information, i.e.,440
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input	summary
(max.	len	=	2,	500)

embedding	layer
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predicted	ICD-9	code	groups (N,	1)

Figure 3: The overall flow employed in the proposed multi-channel, variable-sized convolu-
tional attention neural architecture (⊕ denotes concatenation).

different portions of the summary could be relevant to different diagnostic codes.441

Next, we mimic the process of diagnosis at hospitals (and manually annotat-442

ing the patient records) by narrowing down the entire discharge summary to a443

specific textual portion that most contributes towards the respective diagnos-444

tic code. In this regard, we employ the attention mechanism applied per code445

to highlight the text snippets in the convolution output matrices. The atten-446

tion weights ac for a code c are computed using the trainable vector parameter447

uc ∈ Rf as ac = softmax(HT
k · uc). The attention weights ac can help visualize448

which tokens contribute to code c. The final output representations obtained449

using the attention vector result in (four) matrices Ak ∈ Rf×N , one per kernel450

size, where N is the number of output codes (here, N ∈ {10; 50; 6, 918}).451

To facilitate the classification task of diagnostic code prediction, we built452

individual classifiers atop the ⊕{Ak} ∀k vector representations (⊕ denotes453

concatenation). We present that modeling diagnostic codes independently in-454

stead of employing a single prediction layer is beneficial as the model param-455

eters are fine-tuned independently at the penultimate layer, thus enhancing456

the predictability of the proposed automated system. This way, the neural457

model can effectively learn and generalize what features best contribute to458

a particular diagnostic code. Therefore, a fully-connected layer with a sig-459
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Figure 4: An illustration of the convolutional attention neural architecture (with parallel
kernels of 3 and 5) employed by the proposed EnCAML model in extracting the discharge
summary vector representations for diagnostic code classification.

moid activation function is employed to facilitate binary code prediction, i.e.,460

ŷc = sigm(WT(H ·ac) + b), where W and b are the corresponding weight matrix461

and bias vector, respectively. We trained the neural model to minimize binary462

cross-entropy loss using Adam optimizer [91]. Additionally, we employed early463

stopping criterion to mitigate any overfitting of the model. When modeling for464

the prediction of diagnostic codes among all 6, 918 codes, we employed a single465

linear layer as opposed to individual code-specific classifiers to lower the compu-466

tational overhead incurred in training a large number of independent classifiers.467

An illustration depicting the overall convolutional attention architecture em-468

ployed in generating discharge summary vector representations for classification469

is depicted in Figure 4.470

The choice of the threshold (θ) on the sigmoid activation layer regulates the471

predictive performance of the proposed automated diagnostic coding system.472

Most of the existing studies [23, 27, 36, 35, 34] round-up the obtained output473
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Figure 5: Data-level threshold values obtained using the Fisher-Jenks Natural Breaks algo-
rithm for the top-10-code data category.

values to the closer of 0.0 and 1.0 (i.e., an implicit threshold of 0.5), while474

others, including Li et al. [4], empirically determined the optimal threshold475

through experimentation with θ ∈ [0.1, 0.95]. In this study, we employed the476

Fisher-Jenks Natural Breaks algorithm [92] to find an optimal threshold that477

maximizes the predictability of ŷ. The algorithm aims at determining the most-478

suitable arrangement of values into different classes, i.e., the natural breaks in479

the data, by minimizing the intra-class variance while maximizing the inter-class480

variance. These natural breaks can be precomputed from the training data to481

be employed while testing. In this study, we compute both code-level and data-482

level threshold values. For instance, computing the code-level threshold for483

the diagnostic code 414.01 (coronary atherosclerosis of native coronary artery)484

would involve detecting the natural breaks in ŷ414.01, i.e., the most optimal485

threshold that can cluster the training data into + and − classes. Alternately,486

computing the data-level threshold involves the use of ŷc ∀c ∈ y to best group487

the input data according to the distribution of the output classes. We employed488

the implementations of the algorithm available in the Python Jenkspy library489

to find the optimal classification threshold values. The generated data-level490

thresholds for the top-10-code prediction task is depicted in Figure 5.491
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Table 5: The hyperparameter ranges and the experimentally-determined optimal values for
the proposed EnCAML neural model (‖ denotes parallel operation).

Hyperparameter Experimental value(s) Optimal value(s)

Embedding sizes (e) {50; 100; 200} 100

Kernel sizes (k) {1 ‖ 3 ‖ 5 ‖ 10; 3 ‖ 5 ‖ 7 ‖ 9} 3 ‖ 5 ‖ 7 ‖ 9

Number feature maps (f) {100; 200; 300; 400} 300

Dropout probabilities {0.2; 0.3; 0.5; 0.8} 0.2

Learning rates {1e− 4; 3e− 4; 1e− 3; 3e− 3} 1e− 4

Exponential decay rates β1 = 0.9; β2 = 0.999 β1 = 0.9; β2 = 0.999

5. Experimental Results and Discussion492

This section presents the observations from our extensive performance eval-493

uation, both in terms of predictability and interpretability, on CodiEsp and494

extracted MIMIC-III datasets. The proposed EnCAML deep neural model was495

implemented the functionalities available in the Python PyTorch library [93].496

All the experiments, training, and validation were performed using a server run-497

ning Ubuntu OS with 56 cores of Intel Xeon processors, 128 GiB RAM, 3 TB498

hard drive, and two NVIDIA Tesla M40 GPUs, running CUDA v10.1. The pro-499

posed EnCAML model is trained using the curated discharge summaries from500

the MIMIC-III database (capped at 2, 500 tokens, see Table 4 for more details)501

and their corresponding ICD-9 code mappings. We tuned the model hyper-502

parameters using relevant experimental values obtained from prior studies and503

retrieved the optimal values for those parameters through experimental vali-504

dation. The results of our hyperparameter tuning are summarized in Table 5.505

Using the EnCAML model trained with the chosen optimal hyperparameters,506

we establish the predictive and interpretive superiority of our proposed approach507

over several state-of-the-art benchmarks.508

In an attempt to enable accurate benchmarking of the obtained performance,509

we grouped the datasets into train, validation, and test sets exactly as reported510

by the respective state-of-the-art studies. For datasets with diagnostic codes511

and rolled-up categories (top-10-code, top-50-code, top-10-cat, and top-50-cat),512

we employed the 50-25-25 split facilitated by the hospital admission identifiers513

in the train-validation-test-HADM IDs set utilized by Huang et al. [23]. While514

modeling the top-50-dp-code dataset, we employed the hospital admission iden-515

tifiers from the train 50-HADM IDs set reported in [27]. For the code prediction516

task employing all 6, 918 codes (all-codes dataset), we used a 90-to-10 train-to-517

test split, enabling maximum training instances to ensure model generalizability518

on a large number of target classes. As stated earlier, we incorporated the early519

stopping criterion (tolerance of five epochs) while training to overcome possible520
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overfitting of the deep neural model, thus enabling the most optimally-trained521

neural model to enhance the code predictability.522

The CodiEsp dataset presents an inherent division of its 1, 000 clinical records523

into training (500 instances), validation (250 instances), and test (250 instances)524

sets. However, since the clinical texts in the test set remain unannotated, we525

present our results with the validation texts as the test set. In modeling the526

CodiEsp clinical corpus annotated with ICD-10 codes, we present our perfor-527

mance on top−10 and top−50 most-frequent codes (referred to as top-10-ce-code528

and top-50-ce-code; “ce” indicates the CodiEsp corpus) owing to the limited529

number of available training instances.530

5.1. Evaluation Metrics531

To informatively report the performance of our proposed model, we employ532

the extensively utilized micro-averaged and macro-averaged F1 scores [94]. The533

F1 (more generally, Fβ=1) aims to seek a balance between precision and recall534

and is interpreted as a weighted harmonic mean of the two [95]. Therefore, mod-535

els with relatively higher F1 scores are expected to enhance the predictability of536

the system. Since the F1 measure accounts for the true and false positives (TP537

and FP) as well as true and false negatives (TN and FN), it is often regarded to538

be more indicative than the standard accuracy score. The F1 score is computed539

as follows:540

Fβ=1 = (1 + β2) · precision · recall

(β2 · precision) + recall
(2)

where the values of precision and recall are micro-averaged or macro-averaged541

over the target output classes (here, codes and code categories). For a neural542

system trained to predict over N ICD-9 codes or code categories, the micro-543

averaged precision and recall are computed as:544

precisionmicro =

∑N
c=1 TPc∑N

c=1 (TPc + FPc)
; recallmicro =

∑N
c=1 TPc∑N

c=1 (TPc + FNc)
(3)

On the other hand, the macro-averaged precision and recall scores computed as545

the average observed precision and recall over N ICD-9 codes or code categories546

are obtained using:547

precisionmacro =
1

N

N∑
c=1

TPc
TPc + FPc

; recallmacro =
1

N

N∑
c=1

TPc
TPc + FNc

(4)

In addition to the F1 scores, we also report our performance using the Jac-548

card similarity score [96] and Hamming loss multi-label classification metrics.549

The Jaccard loss computed using (5) captures the amount of dissimilarity be-550

tween the actual (y) and predicted (ŷ) code or code category sets, averaged over551
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the entire validation or test set. Alternately, the Hamming loss as computed in552

(6) estimates the ratio of misassigned codes or code categories from the given553

sequences of actual and predicted label sets, and is also averaged over the entire554

validation or test set. The models with lower Jaccard and Hamming loss values555

are regarded to be high performing.556

Jaccard(y, ŷ) =
1

D

D∑
d=1

|y(d) ∩ ŷ(d)|
|y(d) ∪ ŷ(d)|

(5)

LHamming(y, ŷ) =
1

D

1

N

D∑
d=1

N∑
c=1

1{y(d)
c 6= ŷ(d)

c } (6)

Finally, we also evaluate the performance of the proposed neural model using557

micro-averaged and macro-averaged Area Under the Receiver Operating Char-558

acteristic curve (AUROC). Since the ROC curve is a probability curve (plotted559

as sensitivity against the fall-out), the area under the curve represents the mea-560

sure of class separability, i.e., a quantitative measure of the capability of the561

model in distinguishing between target codes or code categories [32]. By anal-562

ogy, the higher the value of AUROC value, the better the model at distinguishing563

between patients with and without corresponding diseases.564

5.2. Word Embeddings and Predictability of EnCAML565

The employed word embedding neural network determines the representa-566

tion of the underlying clinical text, thereby effectively capturing the document’s567

semantics. By extension, it seems intuitive to establish that vector representa-568

tions capturing a higher level of document semantics (e.g., intra-word associa-569

tions mined using self-attention) would outperform more simplistic approaches.570

However, it must be noted that a flexible and robust classification model must be571

capable of generalizing over minimalistic representations, as well as learning ade-572

quately from highly semantics-specific representations without overrepresenting573

the underlying patterns. To analyze the impact of the choice of initial word em-574

bedding on the proposed EnCAML neural classification model, we experimented575

with several state-of-the-art word embedding approaches, including Word2Vec576

(skip-gram and CBoW variants), fastText (skip-gram and CBoW variants), and577

BERT (pre-trained on clinical corpora and fine-tuned). By reporting any varia-578

tions in the classification performance of the proposed EnCAML model, we aim579

to establish the robustness of the proposed approach in modeling unstructured580

clinical text.581

The Word2Vec (or a close variant) neural model for generating word em-582

beddings [70] has been widely employed in modeling clinical text across several583

state-of-the-art studies [4, 33, 32, 35, 36, 34], owing to its ability to capture584

the text semantics in a simple yet efficient manner. However, models reliant on585
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Table 6: Results depicting the effect of initial word embedding choice on the overall predictive
performance of the proposed EnCAML model, recorded using discharge summaries of the
top-10-cat data category.

Embedding model F1 micro

Skip-gram Word2Vec 0.7784

CBoW Word2Vec 0.7811

Skip-gram fastText 0.7811

CBoW fastText 0.7821

Fine-tuned BERT (clinical texts +
PubMed abstracts)

0.7760

Pre-trained BERT (Alsentzer et al. [97]) 0.7729

Xavier uniform initialization 0.7668

Word2Vec approaches often cluster all the out-of-vocabulary words into a single586

vector representation, defaulted for all unknown tokens. In this regard, the more587

flexible fastText neural model [71] aims at representing the unknown tokens as588

some combination of known sub-tokens, thus overcoming the limitations of the589

Word2Vec model. Finally, a more advanced self-attention-based BERT model590

[72] captures the context of the given token from both left-to-right and right-591

to-left, aiming to extract the exact intended semantics of the underlying text,592

which would otherwise go unnoticed. For comparison, we obtained the BERT593

embeddings pre-trained on the entire MIMIC-III discharge summaries corpus594

from [97]. Additionally, we also generated fine-tuned BERT embeddings by re-595

training the embedding model with our clinical vocabulary and discharge sum-596

maries corpus (see Table 2). For brevity, we utilized the pre-trained checkpoints597

obtained while training on clinical texts, released by Alsentzer et al. [97], and598

those obtained while training on PubMed abstracts, released by Peng et al. [98],599

to initialize the BERT model. Word2Vec and fastText models were employed600

through the implementations available in the Python Gensim library [90], while601

BERT embeddings were generated using the openly available BERT-as-service602

framework11. Since the BERT (base model) outputs a vector embedding of 768603

dimensions, the same embedding size was employed while modeling Word2Vec604

and fastText models for comparison. Furthermore, the Word2Vec and fastText605

embeddings were deployed with a window size of five, trained for 30 iterations606

over the corpus.607

We report the obtained performance (measured as micro F1 score) of our pro-608

posed EnCAML classification model for various neural embeddings in Table 6.609

11https://github.com/hanxiao/bert-as-service.
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Additionally, we also present the micro F1 score obtained using a random Xavier610

uniform initialization of 768−dimensional vector per token as the baseline. It611

can be observed that the CBoW variants of Word2Vec and fastText models612

always outperform their skip-gram counterparts. One possible interpretation613

for this behavior could be that predicting a target word, given the neighboring614

noisy context, is far simpler than predicting the exact noisy context for a given615

target token. Despite the fastText CBoW variant achieving the highest perfor-616

mance, the speedup obtained for Word2Vec models was nearly ten-fold (10×) at617

a similar (i.e., insignificantly lower) performance. We attribute this speedup in618

that the fastText model aimed at representing several out-of-vocabulary medi-619

cal jargon tokens that were rather uncontributing to the final prediction output.620

Considering these findings, we chose to model the input discharge summaries as621

vector representations output by the CBoW Word2Vec embedding network.622

As can be observed from Table 6, the presented baseline, i.e., Xavier uniform623

initialization at random, also provides comparable performance with respect to624

other more sophisticated models. This corroborates that the values of initial em-625

bedding vector components play little to no role in enhancing the predictability626

of the EnCAML model. Since the proposed EnCAML model employs multiple627

attention layers, thus enabling the learning of per-code attention weights over628

training samples, the initialization of input vectors with pre-trained embed-629

ding weights is quite redundant and cost-intensive (requiring additional storage630

space of up to 1.5 GiB). The robustness of the proposed EnCAML model over631

other state-of-the-art models lies in its ability to learn from and generalize over632

the input discharge summaries in a rather end-to-end fashion. Hence, it is ar-633

guable that such a system could enable rapid prototyping and deployability in634

real-world scenarios, especially in modeling noisy clinical data obtained from635

the hospitals of developing nations, which are far less ideal than the standard636

datasets utilized in academic research.637

5.3. Performance Benchmarking638

We enable effective performance benchmarking of our proposed EnCAML639

model against several state-of-the-art studies. As stated earlier, we curated six640

data categories from the obtained MIMIC-III corpus to facilitate exhaustive641

comparison. For the top-k-code (k = 10, 50) data categories, the discharge sum-642

maries mapped to the top−k ICD-9 diagnostic codes were employed in bench-643

marking. On the other hand, for the top-k-cat (k = 10, 50) data categories,644

we rolled-up the ICD-9 diagnostic codes up to three digits (e.g., 225.2 (be-645

nign neoplasm of cerebral meninges) and other codes within the 225.x class646

were rolled-up into the 225 category (benign neoplasm of brain and other parts647

of nervous system)) and extracted the discharge summaries corresponding to648

top−k categories. Since most of the existing works presented their performance649

on the combined set of most-frequent diagnostic and procedural ICD-9 codes,650
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Table 7: Results from our performance benchmarking of the proposed EnCAML neural model
against several prior state-of-the-art works. The highest achieved performance in a given code
category among various models (including EnCAML) is indicated in bold, while the best-
performing model (macro or micro F1 score) from prior studies is marked using (∗).

Data
category

Study (model)
F1 score

macro micro

top-10-code

This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.7624 0.7772

Huang et al. [23] (GRU) 0.6957∗ −c

Samonte et al. [25] (hierarchical attention +
topic modeling)

0.6870 −c

Rios and Kavuluru [26] (transfer learning) 0.6200 −c

top-10-cat
This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.7782 0.7840

Huang et al. [23] (GRU) 0.7233∗ −c

top-50-code

This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.6028 0.6733

Huang et al. [23] (GRU) 0.3263 −c

Guo et al. [37] (bidirectional LSTM) −c 0.5720∗

top-50-cat
This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.6363 0.6908

Huang et al. [23] (LSTM) 0.3367∗ −c

top-50-dp-code

This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.6109 0.6764

Mullenbach et al. [27] (description-regularized
CAML)

0.5760 0.6330

Mullenbach et al. [27] (single-channel CAML) 0.532 0.6140

Li and Yu [28] (multi-filter residual ConvNets) 0.6060 0.6700∗

all-codes

This work (multi-channel CAML) 0.0859 0.5258

Zeng et al. [6] (transfer learning) −c 0.4200∗

Li et al. [4] (Doc2Vec + ConvNet + θ = 0.2) −c 0.4080

Baumel et al. [22] (ConvNet) −c 0.4070

cThe score for the corresponding metric was not reported by the underlying study.

we also benchmark our performance on the combined set, represented as top-50-651

dp-code data category. Finally, we evaluate our proposed model trained on all652

the 6, 918 ICD-9 diagnostic codes observed in the obtained MIMIC-III cohort,653

under the all-codes data category.654

The obtained results from our performance benchmarking of the proposed655

EnCAML neural model against the state-of-the-art models are presented in Ta-656

ble 7. As presented earlier, we employed the test-validation-train sets similar to657

that reported by the prior studies, thus mitigating the necessity to reimplement658

their proposed models for comparison. Additionally, in cases where the under-659
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Figure 6: Performance comparison (measured as macro or micro F1 score) of the proposed
EnCAML approach against best-performing state-of-the-art models for the corresponding cu-
rated data category (entries marked using (∗) in Table 7).

lying studies did not report certain metrics, we attempted to reimplement their660

works; however, this was quite challenging due to the lack of exact modeling661

specifics, including precise data splits, external data curation and annotation662

strategies, and others. We benchmark our results to the best possible extent,663

depending on the replicability of the prior works for metrics not captured by664

them. From Table 7 and consequently Figure 6, it can be observed that the665

proposed EnCAML model outperforms the state-of-the-art works by a signif-666

icant margin on all the data categories, owing to the enhanced predictability667

attributed by the multi-channel, variable-sized convolutional attention layers.668

We seek to draw attention towards the single-channel convolutional attention669

network [27] whose architecture is quite close to the one presented in this study.670

Observe the improved performance by shifting from a single-channel convolution671

to a multi-channel variable-sized convolution. Such significant improvement re-672

sults from the proposed model being able to expand its reach to three, five,673

seven, and nine (employed kernel sizes) context spaces, thereby mitigating the674

need to establish the most optimal context size for capturing the essence of675

the underlying discharge summary manually. Furthermore, the incorporation676

of per-code classification and Fisher-Jenks thresholds also has favorable effects677

on the overall predictability of the model, as quantified by the significant per-678

formance improvement of up to 89% (for top-50-cat data category) achieved by679

the EnCAML model over prior works.680

We tabulate the obtained performance of the proposed EnCAML model per681

data category using additional multi-label evaluation metrics (see Section 5.1 for682

details) in Table 8. As expected, it can be observed that the Jaccard similarity683
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Table 8: Extensive performance benchmarking of the proposed EnCAML deep neural model
per data category, using additional standard multi-label classification metrics, including Jac-
card similarity score, Hamming loss, and AUROC.

Data
category

Jaccard
score

Hamming
loss

AUROC

macro micro

top-10-code 0.6887 0.0912 0.9377 0.9447

top-10-cat 0.6770 0.1187 0.9230 0.9331

top-50-code 0.5231 0.0573 0.9223 0.9439

top-50-cat 0.5460 0.0773 0.9136 0.9345

top-50-dp-code 0.5178 0.0751 0.9056 0.9309

all-codes 0.3701 0.0015 0.9861 0.8985

score decreases with an increase in the number of target codes or code categories684

(compare top-10-x with top-50-x in Table 8). This indicates the difficulties in685

obtaining exactly-matched predicted and actual output sets for large sets of686

target labels. Any inferences drawn from the Jaccard score beyond this are687

meaningless since the score is computed as a fraction of the union of predicted688

and actual codes. Since Hamming loss accounts for a normalized score of the689

number of mismatches between the predicted and actual code sets, it serves to690

be more informative than the Jaccard score. It can be noted that the Hamming691

loss decreases with an increase in the number of target codes or code categories,692

which could be the result of the normalization factor (1/N) at play. However,693

in general, it can be seen that the Hamming loss is relatively low across all data694

categories, indicating a smaller number of misclassifications (both FN and FP).695

Finally, the AUROC scores vibrate in the range of 0.90 to 0.99 (close to 1.0),696

indicating the efficacy of the proposed model in differentiating the discharge697

summaries associated with a particular code from those not associated with698

that code.699

As reported earlier, owing to the limited size of the CodiEsp Spanish clini-700

cal notes corpus, we benchmark the proposed EnCAML model on top−10 and701

top−50 most-frequent ICD-10 diagnostic codes (top-10-ce-code and top-50-ce-702

code), respectively. Since the test set code labels were not made publicly avail-703

able at the time of this study, we present our performance on the CodiEsp corpus704

as a way to demonstrate the flexibility and adaptability of our proposed model.705

The obtained performance, measured as (micro and macro) F1 and AUROC706

scores, is presented in Table 9. Observe the recorded high performance despite707

minimal preprocessing employed while handling CodiEsp clinical notes. A de-708

creased yet competitive performance while modeling with top-50-ce-code data709

category could be explained by the availability of a limited number of training710
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Table 9: Results from our benchmarking experiments on the CodiEsp Spanish clinical notes
corpus for the clinical task of ICD-10 code prediction, using the proposed EnCAML deep
neural model.

Data
category

F1 score AUROC

macro micro macro micro

top-10-ce-code 0.7684 0.8188 0.9521 0.9631

top-50-ce-code 0.6195 0.7008 0.9079 0.9321

instances (500) mapping to a relatively larger number of diagnostic codes. All in711

all, the proposed EnCAML model is shown to generalize over non-English texts712

with a more convoluted ICD-10 coding system, thus establishing the superiority713

of the proposed approach over prior works.714

5.4. Performance Analysis and Discussion715

In the previous subsection, we presented our extensive benchmarking exper-716

iments and demonstrated the superiority of the proposed EnCAML model com-717

pared to several state-of-the-art works. This subsection presents our major find-718

ings from comparing the EnCAML model with the prior studies beyond the ob-719

tained performance and attempts to draw contrasts between them. Most of the720

existing studies presented little to no stress on the utilized preprocessing steps.721

Even the works that did perform substantial preprocessing, their approaches722

were quite rudimentary, mostly limited to tokenization, non-alphanumeric and723

stopword removal, stemming, and case folding. In this aspect, our preprocessing724

pipeline was far more extensive, involving typographical error correction (using725

an external voluminous biomedical corpus), automated removal of medical jar-726

gon and irrelevant content pruning (through handcrafted keyword searches),727

and capping the number of tokens per discharge summary (see Section 3.3 for728

details). As a result, the medical vocabulary size reduced from over 1.5 mil-729

lion entries to a mere 42, 170 (3.6× smaller). Moreover, since each token in the730

vocabulary is translated into an e−dimensional vector (e = 100), such a sig-731

nificant reduction in the vocabulary size resulted in a substantial optimization.732

Furthermore, despite the proposed EnCAML model employing four parallel con-733

volutional attention layers, our model still has 560, 000 less trainable parameters734

than the single-channel convolution attention network presented by Mullenbach735

et al. [27], built on a vocabulary of 51, 917 tokens. When applied to the single-736

channel model, our preprocessing pipeline facilitated a significant speedup in737

the training process while improving the predictability of the neural model (see738

Table 15 for results from our ablation study).739

From the neural model training perspective, our EnCAML model starts to740

converge (performance saturation) between 34 to 36 epochs, while the single-741
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channel convolutional attention model proposed by Mullenbach et al. [27] takes742

twice as long (i.e., 63 to 65 epochs). We attribute this fast convergence to743

the use of multi-channel convolutions and per-label classifiers as opposed to744

a single linear layer. Furthermore, the task of multi-label classification of N745

diagnostic codes or code categories, facilitated through N binary classifiers,746

enables the neural model to generalize over relevant features that correspond747

to the underlying code more effectively. On the aspect of extracting features748

from the given data, the multi-channel variable-sized convolution filters extract749

crucial information from the underlying discharge summary at varying contexts,750

which are then searched attentively (through neural attention) for vital portions751

that are responsible for the corresponding output diagnostic code. The use of752

multi-channel convolution instead of a fixed-length filter enhances the model’s753

flexibility in choosing the context of representation and relies entirely on the754

attention layer to segregate between the convolved outputs. Employing a pooled755

convolution output (as opposed to an attention-based aggregation) often results756

in a loss of information (relevant features corresponding to specific code labels),757

especially when classifying data with a large number of sparse and diverse target758

labels (e.g., all-codes data category), as observed with the use of traditional759

ConvNet models in [4] and [22]. Additionally, the EnCAML model facilitates760

an unrestricted use of variable-sized filters resulting in variable-sized contexts761

that are weighed by attention, enhances the interpretability of the obtained762

neural predictions to a large extent.763

It is reasonable to argue that modeling text-based discharge summaries could764

be facilitated by recurrent neural models such as LSTM or GRU that effectively765

capture the dependencies within the text. However, since most of the discharge766

summaries range between 500 to 2, 500 tokens in length (after truncating), se-767

quence models could experience severe vanishing gradient problems. However,768

our proposed model with multiple convolutional layers is able to adequately cope769

with such issues, as is evident from the reported high performance of EnCAML770

compared to GRU [23], LSTM [23], and bidirectional LSTM [37] models. Addi-771

tionally, employing more sophisticated neural models such as BERT to handle772

the limitations with recurrent networks is also challenging, especially due to the773

high computational cost of training, exacerbated by its fixed input sequence774

length of 512 tokens (lower end of the discharge summaries length range), war-775

ranting additional runs to accommodate longer texts.776

We analyzed the discharge summaries of the MIMIC-III database corre-777

sponding to the misclassifications from our proposed model in an attempt to778

explain the predictions output by the model. For the more severe false-negative779

scenarios (existing disease goes unidentified), it was observed that several dis-780

charge summaries under this category included minimal disease-specific refer-781

ence text and several links to alternate sources of patient-specific information782
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Table 10: Sample discharge summaries from the MIMIC-III corpus with vague and unusable
information with respect to the mapped ICD-9 diagnostic codes, illustrating the intrinsic
complexities in modeling unstructured clinical data.

ICD-9 code(s) Discharge summary

584.9: Acute renal
failure, unspecified

. . . see outside medical records for history of present
illness, physical examination, pertinent laboratories, x-ray
electrocardiogram, and other tests . . .

428.0: Congestive heart
failure, unspecified

. . . her discharge was delayed one day due to bed
unavailability at rehab . . .

427.31: Atrial
fibrillation

. . . please see discharge summary record from outside
medical record notes . . .

998.32: Disruption of
external operation
(surgical) wound

. . . this addendum will serve to confirm that in addition
to the previous discharge summary the admission
diagnosis should be included . . .

401.9: Unspecified
essential hypertension

. . . this is an addendum to the initial discharge summary
which was dictated when the patient remained in the
hospital awaiting appropriate rehabilitation facility . . .

V45.81: Aortocoronary
bypass status

. . . please refer to the discharge summary dictated by
myself with discharge date for content . . .

such as nursing notes or outside medical records. With little to no diagnostic-783

code-specific text in the underlying summary, our EnCAML model was unable784

to provide conclusive predictions. Several such sample discharge summaries785

and their associated ICD-9 diagnostic codes are documented in Table 10. In786

the more tolerant false-positive cases (nonexistent disease gets marked-up), the787

discharge summaries included prolonged patient histories that signaled the En-788

CAML model to mark-up the content within the history as evidence to predict789

the corresponding nonexistent ICD-9 diagnostic code as existent. Specific ex-790

amples of discharge summaries falling into the false-positive category are high-791

lighted in Table 12.792

5.5. Evaluation of Interpretability793

We now present details on the interpretability of the diagnostic code pre-794

dictions facilitated by the proposed EnCAML model, specifically through the795

attention layers of the neural model trained at the individual diagnostic code796

level. Table 11 presents sample patient discharge summaries extracted from797

the MIMIC-III database whose content is highlighted using the learned atten-798

tion weights (acs) corresponding to the respective diagnostic code c. These799
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Table 11: Examples of patient discharge summaries extracted from the MIMIC-III database
establishing the interpretability and explainability of the proposed EnCAML model. The text
snippets indicating the possibility of the respective ICD-9 diagnostic code in the discharge
summary are highlighted in blue .

Parameter Value

Extracted n−grams using
attention weights

. . . mass he received units of packed red blood cells

. . . discharge diagnosis upper gastrointestinal bleed
discharge . . .

Extracted n−grams using
Grad-CAM

. . . presented with hematocrit drop and had
guaiac . . . mass he
received units of packed red blood cells . . .

Top−3 tokens bleed, drop, and hematocrit

Associated ICD-9 code 285.1: Acute posthemorrhagic anemia

Extracted n−grams using
attention weights

. . . a history of hypothyroidism morbid obesity
polycystic ovarian . . . in the evening levothyroxine
mcg oral . . .

Extracted n−grams using
Grad-CAM

. . . on exertion paroxysmal nocturnal
dyspnea orthopnea ankle . . . in the evening
levothyroxine mcg oral . . .

Top−3 tokens levothyroxine, hypothyroidism, and levoxyl

Associated ICD-9 code 244.9: Unspecified hypothyroidism

highlighted tokens were considered most contributing towards the correspond-800

ing ICD-9 code by the EnCAML model, and Table 11 also presents the top−3801

tokens that were highly weighted by the neural system. The visualization of the802

text snippets demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed model in learning803

the most relevant and vital keywords adequately to facilitate enhanced pre-804

dictability of the corresponding ICD-9 codes. As reported earlier, the attention805

mechanism extracts patterns that signal the presence of a corresponding code806

based on the entire discharge summary (without any pooling over the convolved807

outputs). Therefore, in cases of summaries containing extended patient his-808

tories with minimal disease-specific indicators, the attention mechanism seems809

to classify the patient history as if it were the current illness. Examples of810

such discharge summaries extracted from the MIMIC-III database, resulting in811

false-positive predictions, are tabulated in Table 12.812

To benchmark the interpretability and explainability of the proposed En-813

CAML approach, we compare the resultant attention output for a discharge814

summary to that obtained using the Gradient-weighted CAM (Grad-CAM) [76]815

approach. Grad-CAM employs the gradients of a target class, flowing into the816
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Table 12: The predictability and interpretability of the proposed EnCAML model on sample
patient discharge summaries extracted from the MIMIC-III database. Observe that the pre-
dicted false-positive ICD-9 codes (indicated in strikethrough text) are evidently signaled from
the text snippets (marked in red ; in the first summary (top), 401.9 corresponds to the term
hypertension; in the second summary (bottom), 414.01 corresponds to the terms coronary
artery disease and cardiac catheterization.

Parameter Value

Extracted n−grams using
attention weights

. . . complaint giant paraesophageal hernia major

. . . past medical history pulmonary hypertension
depression lyme disease osteopenia . . .

Extracted n−grams using
Grad-CAM

. . . diagnosis giant paraesophageal hernia gerd
hypertension osteopenia depression . . .

Predicted ICD-9 code(s) 311: Depressive disorder, not elsewhere classified
530.81: Esophageal reflux
401.9: Unspecified essential hypertension

Actual ICD-9 code(s) 518.81: Acute respiratory failure

Extracted n−grams using
attention weights

. . . and family history of coronary artery disease

. . . who presents for cardiac catheterization to
evaluate . . .

Extracted n−grams using
Grad-CAM

. . . past medical history prostate brachytherapy
years ago . . . and underwent aortic valve
replacement . . .

Predicted ICD-9 code(s) 39.61: Extracorporeal circulation auxiliary to open
heart surgery
401.9: Unspecified essential hypertension
414.01: Coronary atherosclerosis of native
coronary artery

Actual ICD-9 code(s) 39.61: Extracorporeal circulation auxiliary to open
heart surgery
401.9: Unspecified essential hypertension

final convolution layer (before the attention layers in EnCAML), to produce a817

localization map highlighting the important candidate n−grams in the underly-818

ing summary for predicting the corresponding code. Since Grad-CAM allows for819

the visualization of all possible contributing n−grams, it spans a much broader820

aspect than the attention outputs of the EnCAML model. However, on the flip821

side, because attention outputs are quite narrowed down, they are more precise822

and depict accurate understandings of what the underlying deep neural model823

looks at. Upon experimentation, we observed that the Grad-CAM and attention824

outputs are quite similar for most of the discharge summaries (see Tables 11 and825
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Table 13: Several examples of attention visualization, comparing [27] to the proposed EnCAML for discharge summaries in the MIMIC-III database.
Text color corresponds to softmax(HT

k · uc) (obtained attention weight for the actual code c), where blue ( ) indicates low code-correspondence and
red ( ) indicates high code-correspondence. The false-positive predictions are marked using strikethrough text.

Actual code(s)
Mullenbach et al. [27] This work

Predicted code(s) Attention visualization Predicted code(s) Attention visualization

39.61:
Extracorporeal
circulation
auxiliary to open
heart surgery

39.61: Extracorporeal
circulation auxiliary
to open heart surgery

995.92: Severe sepsis

 he  recently  underwent 
 a  urologic  procedure 
 developed  urosepsis  with 
 mrsa  bactermia  and  an 
 echocardiogram  was  performed 
 to  check  systolic  murmur 

39.61: Extracorporeal
circulation auxiliary to
open heart surgery

 name  if  chief  complaint 
 aortic  stenosis  do  major 
 surgical  invasive  procedure 
 aortic  valve  replacement 
 jude  epic  porcine  history 
 of  present  illness  year 

530.81:
Esophageal reflux

530.81: Esophageal
reflux

401.9: Unspecified
essential hypertension

 found  to  have  edh  was 
 sent  to  hospital  medical 
 history  pmhx  gerd  hospital 
 course  25m  admitted  for 
 close  clinical  observation 
 of  mental  status  epidural 

530.81: Esophageal
reflux

 hospital  past  medical  history 
 pmhx  gerd  hospital  course 
 admitted  for  observation  ··· 
 hospital  discharge  diagnosis 
 epidural  hematoma  r  temporal 
 bone  fx  discharge  condition 

285.1: Acute
posthemorrhagic
anemia

285.1: Acute
posthemorrhagic
anemia

401.9: Unspecified
essential hypertension

38.93: Venous
catheterization, not
elsewhere classified

 prevent  this  side  effect 
 medication  refills  cannot 
 be  written  after  noon  on 
 fridays  anticoagulation  take 
 lovenox  for  dvt  prophylaxis 
 for  weeks  post  therapy 

285.1: Acute
posthemorrhagic
anemia

 left  calcaneus  fracture 
 right  above  elbow  amputation 
 post  operative  blood  loss 
 anemia  discharge  condition 
 mental  status  coherent  level 
 of  consciousness  alert 

305.1: Tobacco
use disorder

311: Depressive
disorder, not
elsewhere classified

− (no predictions)

 last  name  namepattern  md 
 telephone  fax  building  sc 
 hospital  ward  name  clinical 
 ctr  location  un  campus  east 
 best  parking  hospital  ward 
 name  and  number  completed 

305.1: Tobacco use
disorder

311: Depressive
disorder, not elsewhere
classified

276.2: Acidosis

 tachycardic  with  blood  sugar 
 in  600s  and  found  to  have 
 anion  gap  metabolic  acidosis 
 and  ketonuria  consistent 
 with  dka  was  treated  with 
 insulin  drip  and  ivf  and 
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Table 14: Case study on clinical notes from the CodiEsp corpus demonstrating the predictabil-
ity and interpretability of the proposed EnCAML model. For the second note (bottom), our
EnCAML model also predicted r52 (false-positive, indicated in strikethrough text), signaled
from the use of the term hinchazón mandibular (translates to jaw swelling).

Parameter Value

Interpretation using
attention weights

. . . único antecedente
de hipertensión arterial presentaba . . .

cefaleas y vómitos no asociados . . .

Actual expert-provided
text evidence

hipertensión arterial vómitos

Predicted ICD-10 code(s) i10: Essential (primary) hypertension
r11.10: Vomiting, unspecified

Actual ICD-10 code(s) i10: Essential (primary) hypertension
r11.10: Vomiting, unspecified

Interpretation using
attention weights

. . . presentar dolor e hinchazón mandibular

. . . progresión de la enfermedad y
deterioro . . .

Actual expert-provided
text evidence

enfermedad

Predicted ICD-10 code(s) r69: Illness, unspecified
r52: Pain,unspecified

Actual ICD-10 code(s) r69: Illness, unspecified

12 to compare attention and Grad-CAM outputs). Additionally, we also com-826

pared the model interpretability between EnCAML and the single-channel con-827

volutional attention network proposed by Mullenbach et al. [27], employing a828

kernel size k = 10. More recent studies [29, 31] facilitated enhanced learning829

from external data sources such as Wikipedia knowledge, in addition to training830

on the discharge summaries, and showed some improvements in the predictabil-831

ity of the system. However, we argue that such external-data-based boosting832

approaches often trade-off model interpretability for higher accuracy of predic-833

tions. The mappings between the underlying clinical text and the corresponding834

diagnostic codes are often blurred in such models. For clinical decision support835

systems to be adaptable in real-world scenarios, providing an explainable deci-836

sion (even when incorrect) is far more acceptable than just producing a highly837

accurate black-box decision. Table 13 presents several examples of attention838

visualization, comparing the single-channel convolutional attention model [27]839

to the proposed EnCAML model.840

The CodiEsp Spanish clinical notes corpus presents compact text n−grams841
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extracted from the notes’ content as evidence for the ICD-10 code(s) assigned to842

the respective notes. This provides an unprecedented opportunity to benchmark843

the interpretability of the proposed EnCAML model using manually-annotated844

data. For a given clinical note D(d) = {t(d)
1 , t

(d)
2 , . . . , t

(d)
L } comprising L tokens845

t
(d)
i s, let P

(d,c)
10 ⊆ D(d) be the set of top−10 clinical text tokens that contribute846

most to the predicted ICD-10 code c, obtained using the attention weights acs.847

Now, let E(d,c) be the set of tokens obtained from the expert-provided evidence848

for a clinical note D(d) mapping to the actual ICD-10 diagnostic code c. From849

the inspection of the CodiEsp corpus, we have |E(d,c)| ≤ |P (d,c)
10 |. We compute850

the overall interpretability score (I ∈ [0, 1]) for the proposed EnCAML model851

as follows:852

I =

D∑
d=1

N∑
c=1

1{(E(d,c) 6= φ) ∧ (E(d,c) ⊆ P (d,c)
10 )}

1{E(d,c) 6= φ}
(7)

Notice that the interpretability score penalizes false-negative scenarios, i.e.,853

cases where the attention-based evidence fails to capture all the contributing854

tokens specified by the manually-annotated evidence. Table 14 presents few855

sample clinical notes from the CodiEsp corpus, demonstrating the predictabil-856

ity and interpretability of our proposed neural model. Using (7), we obtained857

I scores of 0.9550 and 0.9130 for top-10-ce-code and top-50-ce-code CodiEsp858

data categories, respectively. These recorded high values of I scores corrobo-859

rate an extensive overlap between the expert-annotated textual evidence and the860

attention-output-based evidence obtained from the proposed EnCAML model,861

thus establishing the enhanced interpretability of the proposed system.862

5.6. Ablation Study863

In this subsection, we report the findings from our ablation study aimed864

at establishing the contributions of various modules in the proposed diagnostic865

code prediction system. The study was performed using the discharge sum-866

maries in the extensively-benchmarked top-50-dp-code data category, and the867

results are summarized in Table 15. The results indicate that replacing multi-868

channel variable-sized convolutional attention layers with a single-channel model869

degrades the prediction performance of the neural system significantly. Addi-870

tionally, it can be seen that each component in the proposed system, including871

preprocessing, multi-channel variable-size kernels, and the optimal threshold872

setting contributed towards improving the overall predictability of ICD diag-873

nostic codes. Moreover, Table 15 also presents the total number of trainable874

parameters obtained per model. It can be seen that our preprocessing pipeline875

reduces the number of trainable parameters in the order of 10e6. Furthermore,876

our proposed EnCAML model with multi-channel variable-sized convolutional877

attention layers employs considerably less trainable parameters than a more878

straightforward single-channel model. As detailed in the previous subsection,879
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Table 15: The results from the ablation study of major components in the proposed system for
the prediction of codes in the widely-benchmarked top-50-dp-code data category (‖ denotes
parallel convolutions with varying kernel sizes).

Model F1 micro Total
parameters

Preprocessing (§ 3.3) + multi-channel CAML (§ 4)
+ Fisher-Jenks thresholds (§ 4)

0.6764 5.58e6

Preprocessing (§ 3.3) + multi-channel CAML (§ 4) 0.6698−θ 5.58e6−θ

Preprocessing (§ 3.3) + single-channel CAML
(e = 100, k = 10, f = 300)

0.6197
−θ
−‖ 4.27e6

−θ
−‖

Single-channel CAML (e = 100, k = 10, f = 300) 0.6138

−θ
−‖
−pre 6.14e6

−θ
−‖
−pre

the model interpretability achieved using the attention weights of the proposed880

model is on-par with that facilitated by expert medical coders. Finally, the881

flexibility, robustness, and enhanced interpretability of the proposed EnCAML882

model establish the extensive adaptability of our approach for rapid prototyping883

and deployment in developing nations with low digitization rates.884

6. Conclusion885

Enabling diagnostic code assignment is vital for clinical decision support,886

epidemiology, billing, and managing hospital resources; however, manual facili-887

tation of such assignment is often error-prone and time-consuming. In this study,888

we proposed EnCAML, a multi-channel variable-sized convolutional attention889

model, to enable the clinical task of diagnostic code assignment as a multi-label890

classification problem. We demonstrated that the proposed model enhances891

the code predictability by extracting multi-granular text snippets, using which892

the attention mechanism enables the selection of those segments that are most893

contributing to the corresponding diagnostic code. Our extensive benchmark-894

ing against several state-of-the-art models, including convolution-based models,895

sequence models, single-channel convolutional attention models, models employ-896

ing transfer learning, and others, revealed the efficacy of our proposed approach897

in modeling noisy, unstructured discharge summaries of the MIMIC-III corpus.898

In part, we attribute our reported high performance to the proposed prepro-899

cessing pipeline, which facilitated the effective pruning of irrelevant content900

in the free-text summaries. Furthermore, to demonstrate the robustness and901

adaptability of our proposed model, we established the minimal effect of the902

choice of initial embedding layer on the overall performance. We also presented903

our promising results in modeling a more convoluted ICD-10 coding taxonomy904
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employed in the CodiEsp Spanish clinical notes corpus, thereby exhibiting the905

flexibility and language-agnostic nature of the proposed system. Finally, we906

demonstrated the enhanced interpretability of the predictions output by the907

EnCAML model using the learned per-code attention weights, thereby estab-908

lishing the impact of the proposed model on instigating trust in the proposed909

intelligent healthcare system.910

In the future, we aim at extending the model and approaches presented in911

this study to accommodate alternate sources of patient data, especially in cases912

where the underlying discharge summaries are rather uninformative. Addition-913

ally, we propose to explore the challenge of patient profiling via automated914

generation of summarized and well-formatted reports, sourced from multiple915

patient data sources, including discharge summaries, nursing notes, radiology916

reports, and various others. Such aggregated, rich semi-structured data can917

then be employed in enhancing the interpretability and predictability of the918

underlying clinical decision support systems.919
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